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Once again Nubian place-names are attracting &onsidmblc attiation. AS
in the early 1960s when the High Dam was constnzcted near Aswan , there are
now plans to build a dam at Kajbar further south along the Nile in the redon of
the Third Cataract. Au interdiscipIinary projtxt supported by the University of
Khartoum and the British Institute in Eastern Mkica is now in progress. The
project includes a survey of place-x&es as well as an examination of their
potential as evidence for the reconstruction of history,
This may therefore be
an appropriate moment to raise several general questions about the study of .
place-names.
The following three questions are proposed as a basis for discussion.
I. How should the place-names be written?
II. How may they be interpreted?
III. How should they be integrated into community life?
Additional questions from the participants would be welcome.
I. How should

the place-names

be written?

This topic was presented by Professor Sayyid Hamid Hurreiz in 1977 in a
commuuica.tion to the United Nations Economic and Social Council: A ful.l.copy
of his presentation is appended below to the present communication. Hurreiz
asks how we can write place-names accurately. He cites examples of colloquial
Arabic place-names which are nor accurately indicated in the standard Arabic
scripr. He then points out that the problem becomes acute when place-&rues
originate in a language other than Arabic.
An lhstration

A town in the northern Nuba Mountains is pronounced in its local
language as DeIefi, with the final consonant B @] being approximately like the
ti in the word ‘onion’. On the Sudan Survey Department map (Arabic) Tobo. :
No. 1163, corrected 1983, the name appears as +4 i with the final
consonants nzin and)% nJ ( e)- And today the name is generally prono.unced
in the Sudan ,with a final nj [rids] as in ‘engine’, a pronunciation possibly
influenced by the Arabic spelling.. The final consonants nzin and]% ( & are
ambiguous. They not only represent the sequence of sounds n + j [rids] as in
‘engine’. But they may also represent sounds, normally alien to Standard Arabic,
such as ii b] as in ‘onion’ or ng [q] as in ‘singer’. The English spelling as Dilling
on older naps misleadingly suggests that the final sound of this name might bt?

,
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How should non-Arabic place-names ‘k ~&TX&? Arabic

can tIk standard

alphabet

and the standard English (‘Rome) *h&et
be supported if
there is a requirement for greater accuracy in revealing the pronunciation?
There
is probably be We support for an adoption of special characters for generaI use,
although that has already happened for the English-based writing systems of
certain Sudanese languages, e. g. the Q for ng in Cola (Dinka). However, could
a case be made for the wider disset&ration
of an Arabic-based phonetic
alphabet in restricted situations?
A phonetic spelling could appear alongside
the standard spelling in a gazetteer when greater accuracy is requirid. Whk
should the model be for such an Arabic-based phonetic alphabet?
Can limited
use be made of various ‘Ajami scripts such as Farsi and Urdu? Or even closer to
home, should the model be those Arabic-based scripts which were developed
many years ago for Sudanese languages by Professor Yusuf Al-Khalifa
Abu
B&r and Dr. Khalil ‘Asakir and which have been refined in the intervening
years?
Modern technology supports the possibility of multiple solutions. Which
combination
of solutions will be appropriate with reference to a survey of Nile
Nubian place-names? A factor which is beginning to have some relevance to
this question is the growing awareness among the Nubian people of the
existence of a Nubian writing system from the early middle ages.

The Old Nubian

Language

Like English.,the OId Nubian language seems to have been written from
the 8th century AD. The alphabet owed a great deal to Coptic and Greek, but
had certain characters of its own, ‘9 for fi, c for g and 3 for w, It flourished
until the .end of the 15th century, From the end of the 15th century to the end of
the 19th century the art of writing the Nile Nubian language(s) disappeared and
was forgotten. To borrow a phrase from the Norwegian dramatist Henrik Ibsen,
there was a 400-year night. The dawn began to break at the end of the 19th
centuxy and the beginning of the 20th with the revelation of Old Nubian
writing by Adolf JZrman, Heir&h
Schtier and Karl Schmidt.
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Nubian scholars have been taking an increasing interest in their ancient
wfiting SYstem. II-I 1990 the kite Dr. Mochtar Khalil published the first part of his
W&mbuch
do mbidten
Sprache us@ a modifed v&on of the Old Nubian
alphabet. h a mmmication
to the Third Conference on Language in the
Sudan at the Institute of African and Asian Studies of the Uiversity: of
”
Khartoum in December 1995, Mohamed Jalal Hashim and Mohamed El Hadi
Ha~him demonstrated their version for writing the modem Nobiin lang-uage in
Old Nubian letters and welcomed the use of this sctipt by speakers of other
languages. They undoubtedly would have proposed the spelling HEXES
for
the piace-name Deleii discussed above, TheY might have pointed out &at a
character p already existed in Old Nubian for the sound ii and was therefore
appropriate as a solution to this problem.
In line with muhiple solutions, my suggestion is that place-names be
recorded in more than one alphabet. Each has its own advantages. Vowel
length, for instance, is often marked with particular accuracy in the Arabic script,
since the distinction between long and short vowels is important in Arabic and
people trained in writing Arabic have learned to mark that distinction carefully.
It may also be argued that loanwords from Arabic which are frequently
pronounced as in Arabic may best be represented by Arabic letters. On the other
hand, the ideological support for the distinctive mediaeval Nubian alphabet may
be a powerful consideration. To what extent can multiple 6ohtiorlS
coexist ‘i&h
the need for a standard solution?
II. How should place-names be interpreted?
Place-names are a point of contact between human beings and their
environment. They may reflect an economic system or a tradition of folklore.
They may also be relics to be considered in the reconstruction of hisrory..
Even though the wooden construction known as the saqiya, Persian
water-wheel or &kalee, has been generally abandoned in the past half-century,
the old economic system is still widely attested in place-naxnes. These placenames should be studied with a focus on the agricultural relationship of Nile
Nubians w& the river as described by Professor Muhammad Ibrahim Abu Sa.lim
(al-SZqiya).

Folkloric traditions associated with places will be carefully recorded, even
when they may sometimes seem to he historically inaccurate. For example, in the
corumu.nitY of Paras, just south of the Egyptian border, there was stid to be once
a great ruler known as Kikilati,
father of a hurrdred, grandfather of a thousand.
Across the river there was an ancient Egyptian fort and a village, a centre of folk
tales, as told in Stories of Serru East by the late diplomat and scholar Jamal
3

Muhammad

Ahmad. Place-names and associated folkties
how people date to their environment.

~1 their own story of

me possibility Oftmsmission over more than w,&Ieba

seems to be

amfinned by a comparison
of certain modem names and @o’phamomc texts.
Plact-n@xs can no longer be neglected as a potential source of evidence for
historical r,econstruction.
An impfiat
cmMbution

to the study of place-names throughout the
whole area inhabited by speakers of Nubian languages along the Nile and to the
west in Kor’dofarr and &rfirr was made by Engineer. Abbas Muhzunmad Kheir
in his 1980 M-A. dissertation entitled A Comparative
Study ofP&e-names
and
Generic Tetms in Nubian Lmguages, submitted ro t& University of Khartoum
(the Institute of African and Asian Studies).
Although the Mahas region around the Third Cataract region of the Nile
is the initial focus for the survey of Nubian place-names now in progress, other
regions will be examined as wel1. A key site for future investigation will be the
important centre of iron-working, Jabal al-Haraza in the northern Korclofan.
Jabal al-Haraza is known to have been the location of a now extinct Nubian
language,
Another historical topic under investigation is an attempt to identify
generic terms in the Meroitic language, which is now extinct, but which has
been preserved in a number of obscure inscriptions. The heartland of ancient
,Meroitic speech is located near the Nile to the north of Khartoum, especially h
the vicinity of the pyramids of Bajrawiyya . An examination of nonArabic
place-names associated with islands has been launched in that area. The unusual
and ‘allgebrak’ phonology assigned by scholars to the Meroitic language must
be reassessed and, if possible, related to existing place-names. One might then be
in a better position to identify Meroitic place-names ti the Nubian areas further
north.
Xll. HOW

should place-names be integrated into community

We?

Place-names are a lively topic. Members of the Nubian Club in Ralakla
near Khartoum, the Nadi Tirhaqa Faharqa], used to malce a feature of placcnames in their quizzes ‘and word-games designed to help people explore their
past. Place-names provided a link between the older people and their homelands
which they had been obliged to evacuate.as a result of flooding.
The Kerma Centre
A living museum and links with local schools and cornrnutity projects has
now beexl envisaged south of the Third Cataract region. Plans for a cultural
4

centre in Kerma village have already been laun&ed .4q ,th-e Sudan. The project
comprises a museum, n library, a study centre arid au&d
and even a hotel
and shopping centre. What potential is there for using such a centre fey the
mutual benefit of scholars, local teachers and t& focal communities?

The proceduie df colkcting pIac&ames establishes an involvement
between scholars and respondents. How can this involvement be deveIo$d- .
-- : productiv@y? Is there any .cox#inuin~ role for theinvestigator in the: dymmics
of the, community?
.
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&~'+agu~e
situation
ip the f%ub'<ery
complejt,
There are about'
.
136l~sitrthe
Sudan.
Out of this total number 128 are ~Uriczin leng&e.
(1)
Thege 2-e
belong
to different
fam;CLies
of*Africa,n
l-es.
Some studies
'
have indiceted
that al& femilSee
of African
1mgueges are represented
in the Sudan
except the Khoiean of Sou$h Africa.
(2)
!l?his gives the Suda@'a very.higb
degree of

li-ngud.StiC

diV8233itti,

a matter

wlxbh

is

reflected

in

a multiplicity

N?pho~ol6gical

features
em3 variations.
Out of the number of languages cited above at:leas% ;:
114 lm@ages
are,native
to the Sudan. T&t other lsnguage‘g
hive
c&t&d
't;he &da
at
different
periods - come of them very recently
e,g..as late as the 1960s.'
Xn fact
the language map of,the
Sudan is increaeingly
ahekging due to *he politica;l
instabUA.ty
and the natural
disasteie
such a8 &ought
and famine whilb gffliat
earn
of the neighbauzixq
countrieti.
'.
IZI order

to

understand

the

gravity
of the
like
the Sudan,

problem

of

standardization

of

we must m?mmber that settlements
Such settlements
have been given
have 'merged
indifferent
parts of the countr~r.
names in the loti
laaeuageg
(114 i.n -be=)
ad pogqibly
in sag of the invading
languagea.
!these geographical
names carry within
thtithe
diverse
phonological
. feakurss
of the SudaneG languages.
Accord%ngly, vhoever is writing
down these
names must be able to d&--t;i~~guish ad ,repreaent
ac~e.tely
the e;ounde that ~ZW
inherent
in euoh Aamen. a matteF like th$s reqti~ee.~a~~Ft;a.in
degree Qf l&guietic
sophistication,
end/or famil'ia&~
with ths X&g&ge
concerned.
IZlus. the first
' (and, gdeed,‘the
maJor problem)
faoing the vriting
o'f geographical
names hin$ee on
the acute l1nguisti.c
diversity.
geographicd.

names

iri

a country

l'here,eze
aleo different
probhms
of policy whiah are related
to the quastfG71
of 2ingulsti.c
diversfty.
Shall we produce maps in Arabic - the nationa
len&.=ge or in Eugli&i,
the eecond principal
1-e
in the..country
end the lenguage of
tider international
commnication;
or else shall we pzaduce maps in the vernacular
languages?
It is clear that the third alternative
(producimg maps in the vernacular
!&I 8udmese Survey Depatiment has produced
l-ages)
h.& SO far been rule& out.
maps in both Arabic
end Englreh.
This, however, produces the basic problem of how
t0 ~~~oonoile
the phonolc@cal
system8
of 3i$gliah
and ArabAa with the systems of lOa&
2e5sngu@s.
It is clear that regezdleirrr
of whether
we produce maps in the verOacuk=
languages OS not, we cannat contirme to ignore accommodating phonological
feahmg
of vexnacul~
geo~phAae.3
names into Axabic and English - the lequages
uaed,iG
----.Sudanese

maps.
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‘.a
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k

%Lnes we 'cite UC& of the major problems of xepxiGent%bg an&
in kab&c
script.
Rofesaor. Kez5mm BelZ who haEr et&Led
life. states
#Me Problem writes, -the ~follwbg
&out
the,oexmw -repcx& for-;L960..
‘unfodtely
it8
entriee
are in Arabic script
without
the vowel merws.
tien
had

*if*

the foklh&

IJubian

place

hea

:he markings
been given,
the
%YSta
Of Nubian
by Ineatls of
There are also other problem

equivalent

diead.venteges
of recording
nemes in the
the-three
vowel eyatem of Arabic
script
associated
with tone and with
consonents

five
vovel.
ere obv;ious'*.(3)
that
have no

in Arable.

Different
Problems
sbilar
io those discuseed above are not unique
to .Zlixbian.
studies
have indicated
that-several
Sudanese
languages kave a five-vowel
sys%ezn
(which
jncludea
& end o) in comparison
with
the three-vmel
syetem
of claaeical
Arabic'.
ymoF:ch
languages
&e Dtia,
(4) Beja (5) end &r.
(6) These four lanpa@~
i.
, Pinks,
Beja end Fur) which use a fLve-vowel.
syetem
era spoken in the
A matter which indicates
northern,
southern,
eastern
and western
regions
of the Suden.
the spread
end gravity
of thia
problem.
If we look into
the language
mp of the Suden, we find
that
beside
the vernacfia;c
languages
which dominate
in the north
south, east and west (and that tie zWpreS8nted
-habit.
dcminates in &he central
Parts.
by the..Sour.~~es.mentioned
above 5 colloqtial
!fhe problem of Sud&e@~'eoiloguial,
ti&Qz
Xn relation
t~"~~&~sicaP
&ratiiC*'iii
'e% q.. '*-' *"
J?or,instance,
W..we choose *he
extension
of the question
of the ve~~c%iLar languages.

asme li&uisti&

aspect

which we have disoussed

above - the vowel

eysteQ - we find

that

.

the Sudenese.vernartuler
languagea
have influenced
Sudanese
ATab%c.
They bWe extended
-* **+?v
Su&nese
colloquial
tiabio
the!s
vowel. system
to Sudeneee
Arab&o,
and CO?ZYZE~&-,-,
mi.nant
Su&neae
loca&
l-es.
rather
haa a five-vowef.
ey%+em which'is
akin
to the do
then to the three..vcwelsystem
of claesicel
tiabic.
Accord-13!
the proble~.Of.:
i reconciling:
,end'acco&odatw
diverse
incongruent
eyetems
is still
preva&ent-here=
5,
:+;
The following
place namea. are soted from the topograpbii
mp .no. a?.'- 625 Ai&
These ~smee exe vri~~an,$ncorrectly
and cm be
uses the tiedium
of the Arab&c lan@age.
misleading
because
the map does not cater.for
the major
phcnolo~c~
featukes

(e-6. vowel
Arabic).

system:discussed
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.

above of Sufiauese V+&~~
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.akOkJU

I

bOX

uum do?
jabet

:. . .. durdeb

akubu,
can

The first
four name8 .ti thla list
bur and wm dum respect%vely.

also

be misinterpreted

eua jabit,

c'&'b~ mitknterpreted
'89 Huhamkd gul.,
me kemaining four names in the list
(5 to 8)
dur&li,
g&n
emI E&U $i.lig
respeotively.

. L.'

(beside Arabic)
in whioh Sudanese '
If we krn.to
English,
tie other
laa&ge.
maps are writtkn,
we also fir@ a number of pro&sua.
-Scme of these problems are
Eowever,
i.number
of problems are due to
similar
to the one diecusaed above.
misinterpretation
of Axabfc a&d vernacular
sound by personnel
whose mother tongue
is Zn@iehIn other words they are due :$a sounds heard LncozTectly,
end.
cone.equentW represented
inconectly.
Emmplea
of such phenomenon are a&rent
in the
*lting
of place.namee
such ~9 El Darner. 9 Faqher,..ShendA
which
are written
with
..
(e) rather than-{a)
and (1).
1; thA.8 way the~ne&s:;c&d
above are+wri.tti
anb
read in a VW which ia so different
from the uay ia whioh they axe actually
$ronouqied=
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Sudan,

we.te;rferate

&u¶an.~.

'1.

8-kl&Zdl3atiO~*.
. .. ..

Kbrreiz,

eystema
different

have

been
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While
the problem
of atandardization
of ways
of writlag
dotrn $etigr&fjhiC~
ames
kay be discussed
at regional
and ;international
levels,
there
are various
measures
WhiCh have to be started
at the nationa
level'taking
Anto consldsration,the
It is,
nevexrtbeless,
eviden!:
that
indivi.dWl
i8peCifiCitlaS
of different
mtiOn8.
!effOtiS
of Various
COuntzr,iea
need to be co-ordinated
regionally
and in%e~~i~nallY~

IThe
' some

following
af them
(a)

propos~a
may alao

We need

explicate

attempt

(a).

(C)

are
be

directed'towarde

pertine&

to

the
other

n&ion~

in

eituation

3r1

the third

the

the

fiveveT,

to

crea-ke natima.1
%%rEWeneSSof the problem
md'tt5'
fo
ita vari0us
aspeots.
This 8hort
paper 3.8 seen as &n
in this
direction.

we nesd to train
acid develop
th the prOfe8S~OXd
plt?ine,
of 6peciaUsts
btho are tioapetent
to write
geogrephics;l.
accurately
snd an ~t2dbsdikea
basis.
PhonetIc
trainine
indispensable
tool
in this
Venture.
(7)
In

Sudaxi.
World.

Sudan

the

problem

of

et zmdardbation

of

a c&e
name*
is ~333

geographl,cd.

nsmes should be looked
at within
the broader
problem
of the
Geogr8pbical
aames coastituts
lack of unified
orthography.

only
that
from

one aspect
of the prsb1e.m.
PemonaI.
names -d
names
designate
the fauns. and flora
of the &a&m sXl euffcr
this
problem.
In faot,im
cert;ain
oases the complete
langusge
0 t?Qffer fx%m this
written
traditions
of some local
problem.
The problem - 3.n it8 bruader c0ntext - is reflected'
5~ y;“,,
baalcs, j~xmale,
dictionaries,
newspapers,
signs,
.-.
. It is a national
problem
that
needs a nati0w.l.
SOhtiori
based on regLonal.
and inteXna%+oaal
experience*.n
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